In this note we prove that a fractional stochastic delay differential equation which satisfies natural regularity conditions generates a continuous random dynamical system on a subspace of a Hölder space which is separable.
Introduction
Fractional Brownian motion (fBm) is a family of centered Gaussian processes B H = {B H (t)}, t ∈ R or R + , indexed by the Hurst parameter H ∈ (0, 1) with continuous sample paths and the covariance function
It is a self-similar process with stationary increments and has a long memory when H > 1 2 (see Mandelbrot and van Ness [15] , or Beran [2] ).
In the last decade, stochastic differential equations driven by fractional Brownian motions (in short fSDE) have attracted a lot of research interest (see [3, 16, 18, 21, 4, 5, 6, 14, 12, 9] and the references therein). Since B H is not a semimartingale if H = 1 2 , we cannot apply the classical Ito theory to construct a stochastic integral w.r.t. the fBm by taking the limit in the sense of probability convergence of a sequence of Darboux sums. In contrast, the stochastic integral w.r.t. the fBm can be defined as a point-wise limit using the so called rough path theory as seen in Friz and Victoir [11] , Coutin and Qian [10] , or fractional calculus theory, as seen in Samko et al. [22] , Zähle [24] . For this approach, the theory of stochastic differential equations driven by the fBm has been developed intensively by Nualart and Răşcanu [21] for finite dimensional spaces, and Maslowski and Nualart [18] , Hu and Nualart [16] for infinite dimensional spaces.
Recently, stochastic functional differential equations driven by fractional Brownian motions (or in short fSFDE) have been studied by several authors. Boufoussi and Hajji [4] proved the existence and uniqueness theorem for stochastic delay differential equations driven by fBm (fSDDE) in a finite dimensional space, and then extended the results for systems in a separable Hilbert space in Boufoussi et al. [5, 6] . They also proved that the solution of an fSDDE is continuous w.r.t. the initial values in the phase space.
One important issue in studying dynamics of stochastic differential equations (SDE) is to check whether or not it generates a random dynamical system (RDS). This issue is presented for SDE in Arnold [1] , and then proved by Mohammed and Scheutzow [20] for a class of stochastic delay differential equations (SDDE) which satisfy some regularity conditions. It is worth mentioning that stochastic delay differential equations driven by a Wiener process in general do not generate a continuous RDS. For example, consider the following simple one-dimensional equation
We know from Mohammed [19, p. 144 ] that this SDDE does not generate a continuous
Even the solution of (1.1) does not depend continuously and linearly on the initial state η ∈ L 2 ([−r, 0], R).
In this paper, we follow the technique developed by Boufoussi et al. [4] to study a class of fSDDE in which the coefficient functions are time independent. An important remark here is that, unlike for the SDDE case in which the usual phase space
is a separable Banach space, in the context of fSDDE, the phase space is often a Hölder space of the form
and is therefore not separable. This difference makes it challenging to prove the measurability and even impossible to prove the continuity of the cocycle with respect to the time argument, thus it is very hard to apply [8] to prove the measurability of the cocycle, see Remark 3. Therefore, we will have to restrict our consideration to a subspace
which is separable (see Friz and Victoir [11] ). As we show in Theorem 1, this class of fSDDE then generates a continuous random dynamical system.
Preliminaries on random dynamical systems
Let (Ω, F , P) be a probability space. On this probability space we consider a measurable flow θ θ : R × Ω → Ω such that θ t (·) : Ω → Ω is P-preserving, i.e. P(θ −1 t (A)) = P(A) for every A ∈ F , t ∈ R, and (θ t ) t∈R satisfies the group property, i.e. θ t+s = θ t • θ s for all t, s ∈ R. A general model for noise is the quadruple (Ω, F , P, (θ t ) t∈R ) which is called a metric dynamical system.
An example of a metric dynamical system is given as follows: Let Ω denote the space of all continuous functions ω : R → R m such that ω(0) = 0; F the Borel σ-algebra of Ω generated by the compact open topology; P the Wiener measure on F generated by a fractional Brownian motion (W t ) t∈R on R m . For each t ∈ R, construct the Wiener shift θ t : Ω → Ω, i.e. θ t ω(·) = ω(t + ·) − ω(t). Then (θ t ) t∈R is P-preserving and satisfies the group property. In a similar manner, we can construct a metric dynamical system for fractional Brownian motion. In particular, we only need to replace the Wiener measure by the Gaußian measure generated by fractional Brownian motion. Indeed, the shift operators θ t for t ∈ R preserve this measure which follows by the homogeneity of the increments of the fractional Brownian motion, see Biagini et al. [3, p. 5] . A fractional Brownian motion with Hurst parameter H has a β-Hölder continuous version for any fixed β ∈ (0, H). For our purpose we need a metric dynamical system having Hölder continuous paths. Let us denote the subset of Ω consisting of paths which are β-Hölder continuous on any non-trivial compact interval of R by Ω β . Note that this set is invariant with respect to (θ t ) t∈R . Let us consider the trace-σ-algebra F β = F ∩ Ω β and let P be restricted to this σ-algebra. It is not hard to see that the restriction of θ to Ω β × R is F β ⊗ B(R), F β -measurable, see Caraballo et al. [7] . Hence we can consider a metric dynamical system with Hölder continuous path which we are going to use in the following. However, for brevity we will keep for this new metric dynamical system the old notation (Ω, F , P, θ).
Let X be a Banach space. Then we define an RDS as a measurable mapping
satisfying the cocycle property
If Ω consists only of one element so that θ s = id for all s ∈ R, then such ω ∈ Ω can be neglected and ϕ is indeed a semi-group and has probability one.
Stochastic integrals with respect to the fractional Brownian motion
Before considering the main problem, it is necessary to define the stochastic integral in the sense of the generalized integration by parts formula. We should mention here the fundamental work of Young [23] which allows to define a kind of Riemann-Stieltjes integral for Hölder continuous integrands and integrators (see also Zähle [24] for the integation by parts method). Indeed, we first introduce function spaces
For each fixed
). It can be proved (see Nualart and Răşcanu [21] or Boufoussi and Hajji [4] ) that
we have the estimate
For more details, see Nualart and Răşcanu [21] and Boufoussi and Hajji [4] .
Motivated by Friz and Victoir [11, Theorem 5 .33], we introduce the following subspace of
where η β,δ,−r,T := sup
By Proposition 5.38 in Friz and Victoir [11] 
Now consider the fSDDE in the differential form
or in the integral form
where r > 0 is the finite delay and C r is the space of continuous functions η from [−r, 0] to R d endowed with the uniform norm η ∞ = max
the function defined by X s (·) = X(s + ·), and F, G :
We consider the following assumptions on the coefficients of our fSDDE (3.3).
(H F ) The function F is globally Lipschitz continuous and thus has linear growth, i.e. there exist constants
(H G ) The function G is C 1 such that its Frechet derivative w.r.t. ξ is bounded and globally Lipschitz continuous, i.e. there exist constants L 3 , L 4 > 0 such that for all
Theorem 1. Assume that F, G satisfy the assumptions H F and H G . Fix α ∈ (1−H,
The solution generates a continuous random dynamical system ϕ :
Proof. The proof will be divided into several steps.
Step 1: The existence and uniqueness part of [4, Proposition 4.1] as stated in the following proposition.
, H) and α ∈ (1 − ν,
Then, under assumption H F and H G , we have
Proof of Proposition 2. The proof is a direct consequence of inequalities (4), (5) and (6) in the proof of [4, Proposition 4.1], with T replaced by (t − s). In fact, for the Lebesgue integral we have
In addition, for α ∈ (1−ν, 1/2) by choosing β ∈ (1−ν, α), we then get
. For a universal constant c > 0 which may change from line to line we obtain
Similarly, as we have concluded for I(x), we obtain that
Since η ∈ C 0,1−α ([−r, 0], R d ) and the above integrals are in
With the help of Proposition 2, the proof is then completely analog to the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Boufoussi and Hajji [4] , with spaces
Step 2: Assume that X(t, ω, η) is the unique solution of (3.4) with fixed initial value
Define ϕ as in (3.5) . To prove the cocycle property, we use Lemma 5 in Garrido-Atienza et al. [14] , which states that for a, b, c ∈ R such that
Then for fixed t, τ ≥ 0, ω ∈ Ω, and s ∈ [−r, 0], we consider two cases:
If we define Y (·, ω, η) = X(· + τ, ω, η) then we can read off by the uniqueness of the solution of (3.3) from the right hand side of the last equation that Y (·, ω, η) is the solution of
Thus it follows from the existence and uniqueness of the solution that
• Case 2: t + s < 0. Then by definition
Thus the cocycle property of ϕ is proved.
Step 3: In order to prove the measurability of ϕ, we are going to show that ϕ is continuous w.r.t. the argument (t, η) and measurable w.r.t. ω. First, the continuity of
is a consequence of Proposition 5.4 in Boufoussi and Hajji [4] . In fact, it follows from [4, Proposition 5.4] that for fixed t, ω, ϕ(t, ω, η) is locally Lipschitz continuous w.r.t. η and the local Lipschitz constant depends on α, T and is independent of t.
Second, to prove the continuity of ϕ w.r.t. t at τ , notice that
The first term in (3.7) can be estimated by
To estimate the second term in (3.7), write in short M(u, s) for the numerator. Then
Finally, by combining the two estimates, we get
Observe that by the existence and uniqueness in Step 1, X(·, ω, η) ∈ C 0,1−α ([−r, T ], R d ). Hence, as t → τ , the right hand side of (3.8) tends to 0, which implies that ϕ(t, ω, η) is continuous w.r.t. t at τ when ω, η fixed.
Furthermore, for fixed ω
Then the first term in the right hand side of inequality (3.9) tends to 0 because the continuity of ϕ in η is uniform w.r.t. t. Meanwhile the second term in the right hand side of inequality (3.9) also tends to 0 as t 1 → t due to the continuity of ϕ w.r.t. t ∈ [0, T ]. Therefore, ϕ(t, ω, η) is continuous w.r.t. (t, η) when ω is fixed.
Third, to prove that ϕ(t, ·, η) is measurable with respect to ω, we follow the proof of Theorem 5.1 in Boufoussi and Hajji [4] by introducing the closed set
Using the equivalent norm in
as proved in Theorem 5.1 in Boufoussi and Hajji [4] , we can choose λ = λ 0 large enough and a constant M 0 independent of f and ω such that with
the map U ω (f ) ∈ B λ 0 ,η and such that U ω (·) : B λ 0 ,η → B λ 0 ,η is a contraction map, i.e.
with the contraction coefficient
, we can apply Proposition 4.1 in Nualart and Răşcanu [21] to get
where L N > 0 is independent of f, ω. Hence, U ω (f ) is continuous and hence measurable with respect to ω.
From (3.10) and (3.11), it is easy to see that the sequence
is measurable w.r.t. ω and converges to X(·, ω, η) which is the fixed point of U ω . Therefore, we conclude that the unique solution X(·, ω, η) is also measurable w.r.t. ω. That implies that ϕ(t, ω, η) = X t (·, ω, η) = X(t + ·, ω, η) is also measurable w.r.t. ω.
Finally, since the product space [0, T ]×C 0,1−α ([−r, 0], R d ) is separable, we apply Lemma III.14 in Castaing and Valadier [8] to conclude that ϕ is measurable w.r.t. (t, ω, η) which proves ϕ to be a random dynamical system. The continuity w.r.t. (t, η) then confirms ϕ to be a continuous random dynamical system. Remark 3. It is important to notice here that even though the solution X(t, ω, η) is continuous w.r.t. t, the cocycle ϕ might not be continuous w.r.t. t if we consider η in 
